The Spread of Public Libraries:  
The Community of the Book in North Carolina, 1900-1960


“Perhaps no deficiency in the Southeast is more marked than its lack of books and libraries and the consequent absence of reading habits.”

Howard W. Odum, Southern Regions of the United States, 1936.

Before there can be a community of the book, there must be books—and access to books. In 1900 public libraries were almost unknown in North Carolina. The state was rural and poor, and libraries of any and all sorts were few and far between.¹ There had been books in North Carolina almost since the first European settlers, but these were either religious collections or private. During the nineteenth century various communities had tried to establish literary societies and libraries, but they were short-lived. Even where continuing attempts were made to establish some form of library, as in Wilmington, they were not publicly governed or supported.² and the extensive files at the New Hanover Public Library, DB:PL 2. There were some fifteen different attempts to organize before the Wilmington Public Library opened in 1907. Such libraries were by their nature restricted libraries and the larger community ignored.³ An ambitious and promising youngster might gain access to a wealthy neighbor’s private collection, or to a college collection in the few places that had one, but for most people in North Carolina access to books beyond what one’s family or church could afford was curtailed. Other than reading the Bible, the community of the book hardly existed.⁴

This paper will sketch the spread of public libraries in North Carolina. The German philosopher Jürgen Habermas has argued that democracy progresses best when there is a public forum for open communication.⁵ Public libraries provide such an arena, in the sense of being repositories and disseminators of retrievable knowledge and that such knowledge underlies, for Habermas, “ideal speech situations” and democratic norms.⁶ But for there to be any practical results from these forums there must be public libraries throughout the governing polity, in this case the state of North Carolina. For historians, on the other hand, the establishment of a public library is an index of community wealth, self-confidence and literacy. So it follows that studying the origin and development of public libraries can provide insight not only to a community’s
openness to communication and the spread of democracy but also to local resources and attitudes. 

By the 1870s Wilmington and Asheville had the beginnings of viable subscription libraries which within a decade were relatively well-organized and substantial. A few other towns also laid claims to having libraries. Salisbury had a Library Association from 1877 to 1881, when it turned the collection over to the Y.M.C.A. In 1880 a box or boxes or books was brought south and the village of Highlands had the beginnings of the Hudson Library. Charles Hallett Wing, a retired professor, established a library in Ledger in 1886 or 1887 using 12,000 books discarded from the Boston Public Library.

During the 1890s a few towns established quasi-public libraries of one sort or another. In 1890 New Bern had an active if small collection formed by the Whatsoever Circle of women which declined and was abandoned about 1902. Professor Andrew L. Betts opened a “free circulating” library at his Beulah Academy in Madison. The Hickory Travelers Club started a subscription library in 1893 by purchasing a rental collection from a local businessman. A library was supposedly started in Franklin around 1890 “by a few school children.” In 1903 Goldsboro women started a collection with $25 worth of books and four years later induced the city to appropriate some $400 a year. Typically in the 1890s and 1900s a group of town women would start a reading circle or subscription library which was then considered open to the public—or at least to proper white folk. But true access to the public at large was restricted, and public funding and control of libraries non-existent.

The city of Durham established the first tax-supported public library in North Carolina in 1897 with modest help from Julius Shakespeare Carr. But within a few years the librarian admitted it was in poor shape and in 1910 a field agent for the North Carolina Library Commission (NCLC) reported that the Durham Public Library was “in a perfectly awful condition.” The next year, however, with the hiring of a professional librarian, Lilian Baker Griggs, the situation improved. In 1912 she reported a collection of 4,900 books and a circulation of 7,250 in a city with a white population of 11,372. County residents began using it in 1914.

The capital city of Raleigh was next to open a public library, indeed the budding rivalry between Durham and Raleigh contributed to a race between the two cities to create a library. But Raleigh’s 1896 campaign fell short. Philanthropy once more saved the day, through a far more generous benefaction than Durham enjoyed. Richard Raney donated $40,000 for a library and
books in memory of his wife Olivia. The library opened in 1901 and by 1908 11,846 local citizens enjoyed 9,690 books which circulated 27,270 times.\textsuperscript{16}

The twenty-eight public, society or Y.M.C.A. libraries listed in the state’s first library report were Aberdeen (1907), Asheville (1879), Charlotte (1901), Durham (1897), Fayetteville (1908),\textsuperscript{17} Franklin (1901), Gastonia (1904), Goldsboro (1907), Greensboro (1902), Greenville (1906),\textsuperscript{18} Hickory (1906), Hillsboro (1910), Ledger (1886), Lenoir (?), McAdenville (1908), Montreat (1905), Mooresville (1897), New Bern (1906), Raleigh (1901), Reidsville (1909), Rutherford College (1907),\textsuperscript{19} Saluda (1894), Spencer (1908), Statesville (1907), Wadesboro (1905), Wilmington (1907), and Winston-Salem (1905). Most of these were not, in fact, tax-supported public libraries and held an average of only 2,700 books each, which meant that some were very small indeed.\textsuperscript{20} Nonetheless, the 1900s were the initial seed time for public library creation in North Carolina. Librarians and library supporters were full of hope and determined to accomplish mighty things.

First in any listing of North Carolina librarians must come that whirlwind of enthusiasm, intelligence, political acumen, publicity, and steadfastness, Louis Round Wilson.\textsuperscript{21} The South’s greatest librarian, he assumed direction of the library at the University of North Carolina in 1901, started North Carolina’s first library school in 1931 and later was dean of the Graduate Library School at Chicago, served as president of the American Library Association in 1935-36, and finally retired full of honors in 1959. Wilson and Annie F. Petty of State Normal College, Greensboro, convinced the state to create the NCLC in 1909. Wilson served as Commission chairman until 1916, when Petty took the reins. In 1904 Wilson teamed with Petty and Annie Smith Ross of the Charlotte Public Library to establish the North Carolina Library Association (NCLA).\textsuperscript{22} The community of the book, at least as far as librarians and libraries are concerned, was starting to come together.

An important aspect of library formation, already alluded to, was the role played by women groups, specifically the umbrella Federation of Women’s Clubs. The public role of women was quite circumspect in the South, but charity and cultural work were encouraged.\textsuperscript{23} After 1900 the Federation began encouraging the formation of local public libraries in North Carolina. Aware that most of the state was rural, the Federation also sent traveling libraries of books from town to town. Traveling libraries, with all the problems of coordination and local lending without a librarian, were not the solution.\textsuperscript{24} Nonetheless, traveling and package libraries continued to circulate until after the Depression.
Municipal libraries continued to increase in numbers but had little impact beyond town borders. Since the state was still 81% rural in 1920, this limited their effectiveness. In 1917 the legislature permitted counties to contract with towns for library service, but counties could not themselves operate libraries until 1927. In 1920 there were 49 white municipal libraries and two for blacks. Thirty-five of the forty-nine white libraries were free and thirteen were subscription. Greensboro, Charlotte and Durham were among the first to extend services to the county; significantly, all had strong librarians at their helm. As the former librarian at Charlotte and now state librarian, Mary B. Palmer, insisted in 1921 “the movement of county libraries [must] be pushed in every possible way.” Raleigh did not extend county service until 1926. Even in 1928, residents of only fourteen counties could count on library service. Wilson pointed out to Griggs that “it should be made very clear that, while the beginning is a good one, the support is in no sense adequate and the personnel and book collections have not been built up as they should be.” No county matched the $1.00 per person standard for library service adopted by the American Library Association. The statewide average was only $.04. At least as far as public libraries went, there was little support for any community of the book.

In 1923 Dr. Wilson delivered a blast that shook the library community and, more importantly, stirred the populace at large. While attending a conference in Massachusetts, he discovered the Salem Public Library had more books than the total of the seven largest public libraries in North Carolina. He vigorously called for remedial action. Out of the controversy rose the Citizens’ Library Movement (CLM), North Carolina’s most sustained campaign to increase the number of public libraries and enlarge their collections.

CLM suffered through a slow beginning. Then, without assuming formal control, Frank Porter Graham, President of the University of North Carolina, energized it and led the campaign for public library service. When he gave an oration at the opening of a new library in Greenville in 1930, for instance, Graham was “so inspiring that everyone wants to help develop their library.” “Our civilization has reached the stage,” Governor O. Max Gardner intoned in 1929, “where it has needs which are distinctly above and beyond the bread and butter line of bare necessities.” Partly as a result of this popular pressure, North Carolina had seventy-seven public libraries in 1936. The CLM could point to the recent creation of libraries in Northampton and Granville counties as the result of long-sustained efforts by local women.

Yet, as was true of most public services in the South, public libraries remained grossly underfunded, understaffed, and underbooked. The Depression took a fearsome toll of library
budgets, to the degree that Charlotte lost its telephone. Although state tax revenues had yet to fall significantly, Graham wrote in 1930 to Wilson, then in London, that “the State of North Carolina has already become a State of Hysteria with regard to public expenditures.” County and municipal funding for public libraries declined. Nonetheless, “librarians used their ingenuity to serve more people with paralyzed budgets.” Federal aid, a new element in the financial mix, was both important and insufficient.

As the Depression eased in the middle 1930s, or appeared to ease, hope sprung anew among the communities of the book. Towns such as Wilson and Burlington breathed new life into the growth of public libraries. In Wilson’s not atypical case, a woman’s club library became a public library and employed in 1939 a professional librarian for the first time.

A major development with implications for the future was legislative permission in 1933 to create regional (multi-county) libraries. By 1940 half (51%) of the state had access to a public library. Book stock and circulation statewide were 940,877 and 5,992,548 compared to 435,142 and 2,942,871 in 1930. This represented more than a twofold in both categories. North Carolina public libraries had .26 books per person versus .14 and a circulation of 1.68 per capita versus .93 in 1940 and 1930 respectively. The community of the book was slowly gaining strength despite the Depression but remained quite weak by national standards.

State Librarian H. Marjorie Beal undertook a major assessment of public libraries in 1948. The number of libraries had increased greatly since the early years of the century, and in theory public library service now reached 92% of the population. Direct state assistance to public libraries, which began with very modest amounts in 1941, spurred counties and regions to establish and expand library service. The public in 1948 had access to 1,585,730 books, or .48 books per person and a circulation of two books per capita. There were 93 professional librarians (87 white and 6 black). However, only half the African Americans received public library service. Separate (but hardly equal) black libraries held 144,031 books, or .15 books per African American. Even so, this was the best record in the South.

On the relative status of black education in North Carolina versus other Southern states, see James N. Padgett, “From Slavery to Prominence in North Carolina,” Journal of Negro History XXII, 4 (October 1937): 445-446, 457. Atlanta ignored a Carnegie grant for a black branch and did not have library service for African Americans until 1921.

The history of library services to African Americans in North Carolina has been only tentatively explored to date. The community of the book, so important in the acculturation of
immigrant new Americans in northern cities, apparently played a lesser role among Southern blacks. The library as a democratic forum for learning and communication hardly existed for African Americans. No library gave them equal access to books. The most vigorous expression of service was in Charlotte which opened in 1906 what may be the first real black public library in the South. Durham followed suit in 1916, Laurinburg in 1918, Wilmington in 1926, and Raleigh in 1939, with Durham and Hertford Counties pioneering in bookmobile service to blacks.

Two [white] public librarians attended the inaugural meeting of the North Carolina Negro Library Association in 1934, and a library school for blacks opened in Durham in 1941. By 1940 eleven of twenty county libraries provided “Service for Negroes,” twelve of sixty municipal libraries, and none of the twenty-one association libraries. During World War II African American soldiers enjoyed some library service, at least at Camp Sutton. Between 1948, when Beal determinedly focused attention on the problem, and 1950 fifteen counties added Negro library service. In the 1950s there was further if slow progress. For example, a black school supervisor started a library in Williamston in 1953 with $1,000 from the county. Public libraries began to integrate during the early 1960s.

In 1960 there were ninety-two public library systems, most with branches, covering some 97% of North Carolina. They possessed 3,679,531 books or .83 per capita and circulated 12,828,574 books at a cost of $3,363,000 or $.74 per person. If this seems modest, it is, but it also represents almost three books being circulated for each resident—three books and whatever reference and information services which would not have occurred without public libraries.

By the 1960s, then, there was a reliable if underfunded network of library service throughout the state which included not just main libraries but also branches and bookmobiles. In theory practically everyone had access to a public library. The material basis of a library-oriented community of the book was therefore laid in the difficult sixty years from the beginning of the century. Libraries, to return to the vocabulary used by Habermas, provided a possible if not thriving public forum for communication and democratic progress.
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